exceptions, refused to loan a dollar; the... loaned to the State was only so much... counties had been corrupted, and the money... matters progressed. The government at... of millions of dollars of this paper was put... and the southern trade, but our yankee... thing is done that lays within their power... coin's "green backs."... to open their doors, receive and pay... out the Confederate money, precisely... Under all tho circumstances, we submit:... of the press, was crushed in Kentucky at too... servile... sings of Liberty jingle to a free-born citizen... amongst us. Will you not rise as one man,... of gratitude. By crossing the Cumberland... the Cumberland Mountains. To the forti... the direction of Hagerstown, Stonewall Jack... The road for miles winds... wagon was lost. Let it be remembered that... Prima Mrs. Das... of 11th inst., says:... many rumors in town, mainly from Mc... the most reliable source.
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